
 Photos and Stories on FamilySearch 

Why is the Church placing such great emphasis on adding photos and stories?   
Check out this short video for some answers.          2013-08-108-its-about-the-dash-360p-eng.mp4 

https://www.lds.org/media-library/video/2013-08-108-its-about-the-dash?lang=eng 

 
How do we go about adding photos and stories?  After selecting the photos we want to add, we have to prepare them 
by scanning them, saving them as a jpg or png file, and cropping or otherwise improving them as necessary. 

 
To remember the 3 steps for adding photos just remember UTA!   Upload, Tag, Attach. 
Upload your photos, Tag the people in your photos, and attach the tagged people to the Family Tree. 
 
Once you have signed in to FamilySearch, Choose Photos, and then My Photos.   
If this is your first time uploading photos, read the submission agreement, and if you agree, check the box.  
Some of the rules and guidelines include: 

 Get permission if you don't own the photo. 

 Remember all posted photos are public and the content must be appropriate. 

 .jpg and .png only  -  5 Megabytes per photo -  Limit  50 photos at one time  -  5000 photos per patron 

UPLOAD: Either drag a photo near the green plus sign, or click on the green plus sign to browse your computer 
for a photo. Choose the photo or photos and select open.  

TAG the people in your photo.  In order to tag the photo, click on the completed message.  The tagging screen 

comes up with the photo you just uploaded.  Click on the photo. Stretch the circle until it is around the face, 
center it as needed.  Then type in the name in the field below the circle.  The name of the identified person 
appears in the list on the right side.  Do the same for each person in the photo.  If any in the photo have 
already had a photo attached to the tree, as you begin to type their name will appear below the field. If you 
click on that name rather than typing it the rest of the way, it will automatically link the photo to the tree. 

There are several things you can do on this page like add a title, add a comment, find out details and who 
contributed the photo, you can add a description or delete the photo. Click on the drop down arrow and notice 
you have several choices.  You can delete the photo or edit the tag.   
 
ATTACH. Notice the red circle with the exclamation point indicating the photo needs to be attached to the 
tree.  Click on the drop down arrow and choose to link it to the tree. 
 
When asked, choose whether to search for the person or if you know their PID you can enter it into the box 
and attach it that way.  When you search a regular search screen appears; fill in the necessary information. A 
screen of possible matches appears, select the correct one. 
 
Add STORIES just as easily!!  While in Photos, choose Stories and click the add button. 
Photos>Stories, click add button.  Enter a Title and the either type in the story or copy and paste it into the 
field from a  document file.    Identify the people in the story.  The story will be attached to each person you 
identify.  Stories can be edited. Comments can be added. 
 
This is just a quick overview.  You will learn best as you try it out yourself.  Don’t worry about mistakes; you can 
edit and even delete anything you add!  Explore the site, try out the various links.  Have fun. 
 

https://www.lds.org/media-library/video/2013-08-108-its-about-the-dash?lang=eng


Questions?    Get Help>Product support >Photos and Stories  for a short instructional video and a multipage 
handout with lots of helpful instruction. 


